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Understand Fractions as Numbers
Essential Question: What are different interpretations of 
a fraction?

TOPIC

12

Do Research Use the Internet 
or other sources to find out more 
about what fossils tell us about past 
environments. Research and make 
a booklet of fossils found in your 
state. Find at least 5 fossils and use 
one page for each fossil. Include 
where each fossil was found and 
what type of environment each 
location is now.

Write a Report: Journal Include what you 
found. Also in your report:

t� List the types of food each of the 5 creatures 
ate when they were alive.

t� Explain whether each of the 5 creatures on 
your list could live in today’s environment. 

t� Find the lengths of different fossils to the 
nearest half inch. Record the lengths in a 
line plot.  

Math and Science Project: Fossils and Environment

Scientists dig up and 
study fossils. They help to 
show a picture of Earth’s 

past environments.

Most fossils form when 
living things die and get 

buried in sediment.

Dig it! So finding fossils 
of mammals and plants in 
Antarctica tells us that the 

environment there has changed. 
Here’s a project about fossils  

and environment.
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Name
Home-School 
Connection
Topic 12

Understand Fractions  
as Numbers
Topic 12 Standards 
3.NF.A.1, 3.NF.A.2a, 3.NF.A.2b, 3.NF.A.3c, 3.MD.B.4, 3.G.A.2 
See the front of the Student’s Edition for complete standards.

Dear Family,

Your child is recognizing fractions found all around us and is learning that fractions are 
equal parts of a whole, of a set, or of a length. He or she is also learning to name fractions 
and to locate fractions on a number line. Seeing fractions on a number line will help your 
child enhance his or her number sense. This work with fractions on a number line will also 
serve as a basis for future work with fractions in measuring length.

Here is an activity that you and your child can do together.

Fractions on a Number Line

Materials paper and pencil

Write the following fractions on eight slips of paper:

1
8  2

8  3
8  4

8  5
8  6

8  7
8  8

8

Put the slips of paper in a bag or box and mix them. Have your child  
draw two slips of paper. He or she should write the fractions in the  
correct position on the number line below.

0 1

Continue with the remaining slips of paper.

Observe Your Child
Focus on Mathematical Practice 6 
Attend to precision.

Help your child become proficient with Mathematical Practice 6. 
Have your child explain the different components of a fraction 
(numerator, denominator) and what they represent.

TOPIC

12
TOPIC OPENER
UNDERSTAND FRACTIONS AS NUMBERS

TOPIC ESSENTIAL QUESTION

MATH AND SCIENCE PROJECT STEM

What are different interpretations of a fraction? 
Revisit the Topic Essential Question throughout the topic, and see 
a note about answering the question in the Teacher’s Edition for 
the Topic Assessment.

Science Theme  The science theme for this topic is Fossils and 
Environment. This theme will be revisited in the Math and Science 
Activities in Lessons 12-3 and 12-6 and in some lesson exercises.

The fossil records from Antarctica give a clear picture of how 
the continent’s environment has changed. There was a time 
when the coldest continent on Earth was home to lush, green 
vegetation, including gingko trees and giant tropical ferns. 
Even more surprising, about 100 million years ago, dinosaurs 
roamed Antarctica.

Project-Based Learning Have students work on the Math and 
Science Project over the course of several days.

EXTENSION
Have students select a fossil for further study. Ask them to draw 
posters of their chosen fossil or to create a diorama, depicting 
the fossil in its original environment. Then have students write 
a report comparing and contrasting that environment to 
today’s environment. 

Sample Student Work for Math and Science Project

Home-School Connection
Send this page home at 
the start of Topic 12 to 
give families an overview 
of the content in the topic. 

605 Topic 12

CONNECTING MATH AND SCIENCE Math and science  
connections throughout!

H’
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All materials available at 
PearsonRealize.com

Digital

Think
  Math and Science in Today’s Challenge 

• Science factoid is presented at the start of many  
of the Today’s Challenge sets of problems.

• Science data are used in many of the Today’s  
Challenge problems.

Math and Science Project  STEM

• Relates to a topic science theme that is stated in 
the Teacher’s Edition.

• Science information and a science factoid 
are stated by an avatar on the Student’s Edition page 
at Grades 3–5 with information also provided in the 
Teacher’s Edition at Grades K–5.

• Two phases of the Math and Science project are 
included. The phases are Find Out and Make a Poster 
in Grade K, Find Out and Make a Book in Grades 1–2, 
Do Research and Write a Report in Grades 3–5.

• Extension and Sample Student Work are provided 
in the Teacher’s Edition.

Math and Science Activity  STEM

• Twice a topic to use in the On-Level and Advanced 
Activity Centers at the end of a lesson. 

• Relates to the science topic theme that’s introduced in 
the Topic Opener.

• Extension is included on the student page.

Math and Science Problems in Lesson Practice

• Often relate to the science topic theme that’s 
introduced in the Topic Opener.

H’
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9. Higher Order Thinking Eddie is 
walking on a line that is painted on the 
sidewalk. It takes Eddie 8 equal-size 
steps to get from one end of the line to 
the other. After Eddie has taken 5 steps, 
what fraction of the line is behind him? 
What fraction of the line is still in front  
of him? 

10. Math and Science Fossilized footprints 
have been found within the Hawaii 
Volcanoes National Park. Hawaii 
Volcanoes Wilderness is an area within 
the park. This wilderness area covers 
about 12 of the park. Draw a number line. 
Then mark and label 12 on it.
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Name Math and Science 
Activity
12-3Paleontologist

Did You Know? A scientist who studies fossils 
and researches the history of life on Earth 
is a paleontologist. The research involves 
the study of how life forms have evolved or 
changed over long periods of time.

Grid mapping is a way of dividing an area of land into equal parts. 
Paleontologists use grid mapping to record the location of bones. 
Below are two grid maps used for two different fossil dig sites.

   Fossil Dig Site X

A B C D

E F G H

Fossil Dig Site Y

A B C

D E F

➊ For Fossil Dig Site X, parts A, B, and C represent what fraction of the 
whole? Explain.

 

➋ For Fossil Dig Site Y, parts A, B, and C represent what fraction of the 
whole? Explain.

 

➌ Extension Samantha says that in Fossil Dig Site X, the fraction of 
the parts NOT shaded is 55. Do you agree? Explain.

 

3
8; Sample answer: Each part is 1

8 of the whole; A, B, 

and C represent 3 parts, or 3
8.

3
6; Sample answer: Each part is 16 of the whole; A, B, 

and C represent 3 parts, or 36.

No; Sample answer: The whole is 88. There are 5 parts 

not shaded, which is 58.

Math and Science Activity ��t�

On-Level and Advanced Activity Centers O  A

Math and Science Activity STEM

This activity revisits the science theme Fossils and Environment, 
introduced on page 605 in the Student’s Edition. 

Sample Student Work

625A Topic 12
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